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Fit and Fall ProofTM (FFP) program, established in 2004, is a peer volunteer-led
collaboration between state and local public health organizations. The goal is to bring
sustainable physical activity programs to underserved populations, including those in
rural and frontier communities. FFP program is designed to help older adults maintain
independence by improving mobility and function and providing opportunities for social
engagement. The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of participation in
the program. A 6-month longitudinal study evaluated physical, social, and emotional
outcomes among participants. The FES-I, SF-36v2, and Timed Up and Go (TUG)
were collected. A convenience sample of new participants (n = 120, mean age = 75)
representing rural and urban communities were recruited. FFP produced results similar to
programs using physiotherapists or athletic trainers. Significant improvements were seen
in TUG and SF-36v2 measures of physical, social, and emotional health. Participants
completing at least one 10-week session (66%) demonstrated sustained improvements
on these measures. While the average change in TUG between baseline and 10 weeks
was statistically significant (p = 0.003), improvement in TUG was dependent on age
and attendance. For participants <75 years, all attendance levels resulted in similar
improvements in TUG. However, for those ≥75, improvements were strongly associated
with the number of classes attended. Both the raw data and the model-based estimates
of TUG times demonstrated that as age and attendance increase, greater improvements
in TUG times were observed. The FFP program promotes health equity by reaching
community-dwelling, underserved senior populations. The FFP program is in its 15th
year and serves as an example of a sustainable collaboration between state and local
public health organizations that is translatable to both urban and rural settings.
Keywords: older adult, rural, exercise/physical activity, social support, community-based services, health equity,
public health partnership

INTRODUCTION
The population of older adults is growing at an unprecedented rate, outpacing the growth of
the total US population (1). This demographic shift, along with the desire and need for older
adults to age-in-place demands innovative partnerships between private and public health sectors.
These collaborations are needed to bolster health promotion strategies designed to reduce loss of
independence from falls, social isolation, and other modifiable risk factors.
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Two recent studies, a case study by Harnish et al. (28)
and Li et al. (25), reported results of translational fall prevention
interventions employing paid instructors in a senior living
facility and senior center, respectively. Both studies demonstrated
success in implementing research concepts into practice.
However, for peer volunteer-led programs in community
settings, a gap in the “research-to-practice” gap persists in frontier
and rural areas.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC)
Healthy People 2020 recognizes fall prevention and increasing
physical activity for older adults as public health priorities. Fall
injuries are among the top 20 most expensive medical conditions,
with costs to Medicare reaching $31 billion in 2015 (2). In Idaho,
where this study was conducted, ∼30% of Idahoans aged 65+
fall at least one time per year (3). Falling is a leading cause of
unintentional injury and death among older adults in Idaho,
with estimated fall-related medical costs reaching $253 million
annually (4–6).
Indirect and quality of life costs of falling are high as
well, including lost wages and travel expenses for fallers and
their family caregivers. Quality of life costs include loss of
independence, increased anxiety and fear of falling, social
isolation, inability to perform daily tasks, and pain and suffering
caused by falls (7–9).

FIT AND FALL PROOFTM PROGRAM
Fit and Fall ProofTM (FFP), the focus of this study, is a
theory-based, peer-led physical activity program for older
adults designed to reduce risk of falling by improving
function and mobility. The program is a collaboration between
public health organizations and the private sector (community
centers, churches, senior living centers, etc.). The goal is to
bring sustainable physical activity programs to underserved
populations, including those in rural and frontier communities.
Established in 2004, FFP is based on principles of adult
learning and the Social Cognitive Theory constructs of social
support, normative beliefs (group physical activities); modeling,
observational learning (peer leaders and classmates); and
behavioral capacity and reinforcement (10-week class sessions,
positive feedback from peers). A pre- and post-assessment of
strength and mobility using the eight-foot Timed Up-andGo (TUG) provides a personal measure of change (outcome
expectation) as individuals develop behavioral capacity and
increased self-efficacy (29).
The 10-week program delivered 2–3 times per week was
developed and updated based on best practices to improve
physical function and balance in older adults (30–34). The
classes incorporate multiple categories of exercise (gait, balance
and function; strength/resistance; and movements through three
spatial planes) which have been shown to yield statistically
significant reductions in fall rates (23). The program, detailed in
the FFP Class Leader Training Manual, provides descriptions and
pictures of key exercises and includes examples of how to modify
exercises for a variety of functional skill levels (35). For example,
classes are structured to include a warm-up using walking and
range of motion exercises; a main set using gait and dynamic
balance exercises and progressive resistance exercises using body
weight and TherabandsTM ; and a cool down of static balance and
flexibility exercises.
The program is funded through a CDC block grant and state
resources, and administered by FFP Coordinators located within
Idaho’s seven local health districts with oversight from the Idaho
Department of Health and Welfare. It was designed specifically
to reach the rural/frontier Idaho populations where access to
exercise facilities, physiotherapists, or certified personal trainers
is limited.
Core Master Trainers have doctoral or graduate degrees in
kinesiology and physical education and extensive knowledge and
experience in physical activity for older adults. Master Trainers
must meet specific qualifications including demonstrated
knowledge of anatomy and physiology, experience with

IDENTIFYING FALL RISKS
There are numerous, interacting factors that influence a person’s
risk of falling, including age, medical conditions, and loss of
balance and strength (8, 10, 11). Social isolation—living alone,
small social network, and infrequent participation in social
activities—is also associated with reduced physical activity and
negative health consequences, including, depression, anxiety, and
an increased likelihood of reporting fair or poor health (12–14).
The tracking of falls in a community-setting is difficult
without access to medical records because self-reporting of falls
is often underreported by older adults. One commonly used tool
for assessing and identifying fall risks in clinical and community
settings is the Timed Up-and-Go (TUG) (15, 16). It has been
found to be a sensitive (sensitivity = 87%) and specific (specificity
= 87%) tool for identifying those prone to falls.

FALL PREVENTION STRATEGIES
The CDC and National Council on Aging (NCOA) recognize
a number of evidence-based programs designed to reduce falls
while generating positive return on investment (ROI) (17, 18).
Some interventions address multiple risk factors, such as Yale
FICSIT and Stepping On (19, 20). Others, such as OTAGO
Exercise Programme, are individually tailored exercise-based
interventions lead by a physical or occupational therapist (21).
And some, such as the A Matter of Balance program, are
workshops using volunteer lay-leaders designed to reduce fear of
falling and encourage physical activity levels among communitydwelling older adults (22).
A review of the literature revealed a “research-to-practice”
gap with little information about the impact and sustainability
of fall prevention programs outside the controls of a research
model which allows for the direct tracking of falls (22–27).
Li et al. (25) examined 14 exercise-based fall intervention
programs identified in the CDC Compendium of Effective Fall
Interventions and found only three to have information about
implementation activities and only two providing details of
training opportunities.
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providing instruction to older adults, and familiarity with
the FFP program. The Master Trainers work closely with the
local health district FFP coordinators to ensure consistency in
instruction and program fidelity across the state. Health districts,
through agreements with the state, are required to maintain
appropriate class sites, purchase class materials and supplies,
provide oversight of class leaders and Master Trainers. District
FFP Coordinators and Master Trainers are required to attend
an annual 1-day Refresher Workshop lead by the Core Master
Trainers. Master Trainers teach the volunteer class leaders using
the Manual as their textbook. Volunteers practice the exercises
and lead segments of a FFP class during the training to develop
their skills as a class leader.
Coordinators conduct quarterly site visits to ensure program
fidelity and to manage process and outcome evaluation measures.
Data collection at each site includes location, participant names,
attendance records, and pre- and post- TUG scores. Class leaders
collect TUG scores for all new participants and at least twice
annually for ongoing participants. Records are reviewed by
the coordinators, submitted to the state FFP coordinator, and
analyzed quarterly and annually to monitor impact and guide
program improvements.

RESEARCH AIMS
The objective of this study was to evaluate the impact of
the Idaho FFP program among new participants. The primary
measurement tools were the TUG test and the SF-36v2.
Secondary tools included the Falls Efficacy Scale International
(FES-I) and a brief, opened-ended survey collected from
participants at the end of a 10-week session.

DESIGN AND METHODS
All research procedures were approved by the Boise State
University Institutional Review Board. The Transparent
Reporting of Evaluation with Non-randomized Designs
(TREND) framework was used to guide study design and
reporting (36); see Figure 1 for enrollment flow and data
collection sequence.
To minimize disruption by the researchers, class leaders
conducted the sessions without researcher involvement.
Researchers obtained informed consent from interested
individuals and distributed surveys in the first week and
made follow-up visits at the completion of each of two
10-week sessions.

FIGURE 1 | Enrollment flow and data collection sequence.

Participants completed three baseline surveys; a demographic
survey (e.g., age, gender, number of chronic disease conditions
(disease burden), self-perceived health, use of assistive devices
for walking), the Falls Efficacy Scale International [FES-I; (37)]
and the SF-36v2 (38). Participants also provided a baseline eightfoot TUG. The SF-36v2 surveys and eight-foot TUG were readministered at the end of each 10-week session. Additionally,
a survey including open ended questions asking participants
to share perceptions of FFP was administered at the end of
the program.

Participants
Study participants in this longitudinal cohort study were
identified from FFP classes in rural and urban settings in
two waves and visited during the first week of the 10-week
sessions conducted between September 3, 2014 and March
27, 2015. Individuals who were new to or returning after
a >3-month hiatus from the program were recruited. No
individual was excluded due to presence (or number) of chronic
health conditions or because they used an assistive device for
personal mobility.
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Measurements
The SF-36v2 instrument (38) uses 36 questions to establish
the following eight domain scores: Physical Functioning (PF),
Physical Role Limitations (RP), General Health (GH), Social
Functioning (SF), Emotional Role Limitations (RE), Bodily Pain
(BP), Mental Health (MH), and Vitality (VT). The survey
also provides a Physical Composite Score (PCS) and Mental
Composite Score (MCS) to facilitate interpretation of the general
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assessment (baseline, first 10-weeks, second 10-weeks). Using
AICC , we addressed whether better models resulted, and whether
the interaction was an added improvement. We considered
models within two AICC units to be comparable, and highlighted
results with AICC better than two less than the base model and
when the overall p-value of the effect was <0.15 (45).
We compared the baseline responses of the 12 outcomes
studied, plus disease burden and general health between those
who did and did not complete a 10-week session using a t-test,
and a chi-square test for use of assistive devices. No statistically
significant differences were identified.
Statistical analysis was completed with IBM SPSS Statistics,
Version 22.0 (46), SAS 9.4. (47), and R 3.5.0 for graphics (48).

burden of illness (38). Norm-based scoring was applied to the
participants’ responses per scoring software (38). Higher scores
on all dimensions reflect “better” emotional and physical health.
Published estimates of reliability for the instrument are 0.96
(95% CI ± 3.9) and 0.93 (95% CI ± 5.3) for the PCS and MCS
respectively, with the eight domains ranging from 0.82–0.96 (95%
CI ± 3.9–8.3).
The eight-foot TUG test is a frequently used functional fitness
assessment for community residing older adults. The TUG score
represents the time (in seconds) it takes to stand up from a chair,
walk eight-feet around a cone, and return to the chair. The test
has a published test-retest reliability of 0.95 (16, 39, 40). Rikli
and Jones (41) identified TUG scores that correlate with ability
to remain mobile and functionally independent. Lower values
indicate faster times to perform the activity and any improvement
in time indicates greater mobility and reduced risk of falling (16).

TABLE 1 | Baseline demographic and health status characteristics overall and by
age group.

Data Analysis
For the 11 outcomes studied (TUG, MCS, PCS, and the eight
domains), we validated that missing data did not create apparent
bias by fitting a logistic regression on the presence of data as
a function of the predictors to be used. To determine whether
participants demonstrated improvements in the outcomes, we
used a hierarchical linear model to account for repeated
measures of participants, and correlation among participants
within locations, using a compound symmetric structure for both
variance components.
Using this framework for the 10 SF-36v2 outcomes, we
regressed the outcome on test (baseline, first 10-week session,
or second 10-week session), age, attendance (number of classes
per session), and interactions for age by test, and age by
attendance. This was the fullest model that allowed estimation of
outcomes at all test times, was appropriate based on residual plots
and Akaike’s Information Criterion adjusted for small sample size
(AICC ) (42), and addressed our specific research questions. All
models were assessed for appropriateness using residual plots and
identification of outlying and influential observations. For TUG,
we used a similar model but based on residual plots and AICC , we
log-transformed the times. Age and attendance per session were
mean-centered to facilitate estimation and model fitting. For
presentation, the model-based log TUG estimates and standard
errors were back-transformed to the original scale using methods
based on Jørgensen and Pedersen (43).
These models were used to estimate and compare outcomes
at the three testing times; for each outcome, we adjusted the
comparisons using a Hochberg adjustment (44). We used our
model for TUG to estimate and compare the 10-week TUG
for different age and attendance levels. We did not use data
from six participants who attended fewer than three classes in
either 10-week session in any of these models (SF-36 outcomes
and TUG).
We also considered whether gender, urban or rural setting,
disease burden, or use of assistive devices would change results,
especially whether these would alter the response over the course
of the three assessments. For each outcome and each of these
four variables, we added the variable as a main effect to the
existing model. Additionally, we interacted the variable with
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Female Mean Age,
n = 95

All Study
participants
(N = 120)

Participants
<75 years
(N = 57)

Participants
75 + years
(N = 63)

76.5 (54–93)

68.5 (54–74)

83.3 (76–93)

Male Mean Age, n = 25

74.7 (49–94)

67.6 (49–74)

82.4 (75–94)

Timed Up and Go
mean score (range)

7.8 (4.0–21.9)

6.03
(4.19–9.13)

8.16
(3.87–25.50)

FES-I score (range)

23.3
(16.0–57.0)

22.6
(16.0–47.0)

24
(16.0–57.0)

Excellent/Very
Good/Good

84.9%

87.7%

82.3%

Fair or Poor

15.1%

12.3%

17.7%

None

84.2%

93.0%

77.8%

Cane

10.8%

5.3%

5.3%

Walker

5.0%

1.8%

1.8%

Arthritis

52.5%

47.4%

57.1%

Hypertension

44.3%

33.3%

54.0%

Osteoporosis

17.5%

15.8%

19.0%

Heart Disease

16.7%

5.3%

27.0%

Diabetes

15.0%

15.8%

14.3%

Lung disease

13.3%

19.3%

7.9%

Cancer

13.3%

8.8%

17.5%

Depression/Anxiety

11.7%

15.8%

7.9%

Stroke

5.0%

3.5%

6.3%

None

14.2%

21.1%

7.9%

1–2

46.7%

45.6%

47.6%

3–4

36.7%

31.6%

41.3%

5 or more

2.5%

1.8%

3.2%

Self-reported Health
Status

Self-Reported Use of
Assistive Device

Self-Reported chronic
conditions

Disease Burden:
number of reported
chronic conditions

Those over 75 years have a slightly higher number of chronic conditions (p = 0.056,
Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test).
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25 men (20.8%). There were 63 participants aged 75 (52.5%)
and over. Of the 57 (47.9%) participants aged ≤74, over half
(63.2%) were from rural locations. Table 1 describes baseline
demographic and health status characteristics of participants,
overall and by age group. While 102 (85%) self-reported baseline
health as good or better, 47 (39%) had three or more chronic
conditions and 17 (14.2%) reported no chronic conditions.
There was no difference at baseline between those who did
and did not complete a 10-week session by age, self-perceived
health, TUG, FES-I, use of an assistive device, disease burden, or
SF-36v2 results.
The range of FES-I Score responses at baseline was 16–57
points with no difference between scores for males and females
(p = 0.39). The baseline average FES-I score for participants was
23.3 (±7.1) indicating a moderate concern about falling based on
cut-points identified by Delbaere et al. (37).
For the first 10-week session, average attendance was 12.9
(±5.7) classes, or 62.5% of available classes. For the second 10week session, average attendance was 15.5 (±5.7), or 64.5% of the
available classes.
From the modeling results, outcomes with statistically
significant test effects were TUG, PF, VT, RE, SF, MH, and MCS

Raw SF-36v2 survey results were imported into the QualityMetric
Health OutcomesTM Scoring Software 4.5 to obtain age and
gender-based results for the eight domains and the two composite
scores. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05.
The open-ended survey responses were entered into a
Microsoft Excel (2013) database. We conducted frequency counts
and used the Key Word In Context method to identify themes
and develop codes (49, 50). An iterative process was used to
assure that the coding was consistent with the data and revisions
were made as necessary.

RESULTS
Participants (n = 120) were recruited from 10 sites in
southwestern Idaho. Two of the sites were rural with 64
participants (53.0%) and the remaining eight were urban with 56
participants (47.0%). Of the 120 participants, 66 (55%) completed
two 10-week sessions (20 weeks), and 37 (30.8%) completed one
10-week session. Seventeen (14.2%) withdrew from the study due
to scheduling conflicts and lack of interest in continuing in the
study. The baseline population included 95 women (79.2%) and

TABLE 2 | Model-adjusted estimated meansa and standard errors from the hierarchical model at baseline, 10 weeks, and 20 weeks.
p-valuesb , Baseline to:
Outcome

Baseline

10-week

20-week

1st 10-weeks

2nd 10-weeks

TUGc

6.7 (±0.3)

6.2 (±0.3)

6.1 (±0.3)

0.000

0.000

PF

42.2 (±0.8)

45.4 (±0.8)

45.0 (±0.9)

0.000

0.002

RP

44.2 (±1.2)

45.2 (±1.3)

44.7 (±1.4)

0.656

0.656

GH

52.3 (±0.7)

52.9 (±0.7)

52.6 (±0.8)

0.761

0.761

SF

49.1 (±1.1)

51.6 (±1.1)

50.7 (±1.2)

0.007

0.179

RE

46.8 (±1.3)

49.0 (±1.4)

50.1 (±1.5)

0.061

0.013

BP

47.6 (±0.9)

48.3 (±0.9)

49.3 (±1.0)

0.445

0.232

MH

51.8 (±1.1)

53.8 (±1.2)

53.9 (±1.2)

0.007

0.014

VT

51.5 (±1.1)

53.3 (±1.1)

52.6 (±1.2)

0.022

0.281

PCS

44.6 (±0.8)

46.1 (±0.8)

45.8 (±0.9)

0.085

0.267

MCS

52.4 (±1.2)

54.4 (±1.2)

54.5 (±1.3)

0.018

0.027

FES

24.4 (±1.2)

24.2 (±1.2)

25.2 (±1.2)

0.705

0.277

a Model-adjusted means for each test period, calculated at the mean age and mean attendance for each period. b Comparisons between baseline and each test period, and between
test periods, were adjusted separately for each outcome using Hochberg adjustment (44). c Estimates for participants without assistive devices; use of these devices adds 0.46 (±0.06)
seconds to all testing times. Model-adjusted means for each test period, calculated at the mean age and mean attendance for each period. Means compared between test periods,
within each outcome, and adjusted for multiple comparisons using Hochberg adjustment. TUG, Timed-Up and Go; PF, Physical Functioning; RP, Physical Role Limitations; GH, General
Health; SF, Social Functioning; ER, Emotional Role Limitations; BP, Bodily Pain; MH, Mental Health; VT, Vitality; PCS, Physical Composite Score; MCS, Mental Composite Score; FES,
Falls Efficacy Scale International.

TABLE 3 | Model-based TUG times, seconds (95% confidence interval).
10-week TUG
Age

Difference from baseline, seconds

Baseline

10 classes

13 classes

21 classes

10 classes

13 classes

21 classes

67 years

6.4 (5.6, 7.2)

5.6 (4.9, 6.3)

5.6 (5.0, 6.4)

5.8 (5.0, 6.6)

0.8

0.8

0.6

77 years

7.3 (6.6, 8.1)

6.8 (6.2, 7.6)

6.8 (6.1, 7.5)

6.6 (5.9, 7.3)

0.5

0.5

0.7

86 years

8.2 (7.3, 9.2)

8.1 (7.2, 9.1)

7.9 (7.0, 8.9)

7.3 (6.5, 8.3)

0.1

0.3

0.9

Model-based times show that the benefit of attendance is proportionally greater for older participants.
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TABLE 4 | Change in outcomes for each additional chronic condition (Disease
Burden) and use of assistive devices.
Outcome

Disease burden model-based
estimate (SE)

Assistive devices
model-based
estimate (SE)

PF

−1.5 (0.6)

−11 (1.9)

RP

−1.8 (0.5)

−8.7 (1.9)

BP

−2.2 (0.6)

−8.0 (2.4),−1.5
(2.6),−4.7 (2.9)*

GH

−2.0 (0.5)

−6.7 (2.0)

PCS

−2.2 (0.5)

−13 (2.1),−7.2
(2.3),−11 (2.5)*

SF

−1.2 (0.5)

−7.6 (1.7)

RE

−1.1 (0.5)

VT

−5.0 (2.0)

MH
MCS
Log(TUG)

0.4 (0.1)

*Three estimates indicate the interaction was significant. Estimates for each assessment
period (baseline, first 10-weeks, second 10-weeks) reported.

FIGURE 2 | The change in 10-week TUG times, as a function of baseline
TUG, identifying chronic conditions, and assistive devices. Points above the
horizontal line at 0 have a faster 10-week TUG than baseline, and the
distribution of points around this line are equivalent for those with and without
chronic conditions, and with or without assistive devices.

(Table 2). Age was statistically significant for TUG, PF, MH,
and MCS, and the age by test interaction was significant for
TUG. Attendance was not statistically significant as a main effect
for any outcome but interacted with age for TUG. The SF-36
outcomes RP, GH, BP, and PCS had no statistically significant
terms in the models.
Model-based estimates and changes in outcomes from
baseline to the first and second 10-week sessions, calculated at the
average age (76 years) and attendance (first session 12.9 classes,
second session 15.5 classes) are reported in Table 3. Overall,
the mean TUG time at baseline was 6.7 seconds (SD 0.3). For
those participating in a 10-week session a statistically significant
decrease in TUG time was observed, to 6.2 seconds (SD 0.3). For
those enrolling in an additional 10-week session the estimated
time was 6.1 (SD 0.3) s. Of the 10 SF-36v2 outcomes, most
improved over the course of the first 10-week session. Four of
the five mental health domains showed statistically significant
improvements in either the first or the second 10 week periods
with the composite score showing improvement in both. None
of the outcomes displayed a change between the first 10-week
testing period and the second indicating sustained gains.
After controlling for the test, age, and attendance, each
additional chronic condition significantly decreased SF-36 scores
for all physical health outcomes (PF, RP, GH, BP, and PCS).
Chronic conditions also decreased scores in the mental health
outcomes SF and RE. Those using assistive devices had lower
scores on all physical health domains and on the social health
domains SF and VT (see Supplemental Data). The physical
health outcome BP initially scored lower on the baseline
assessment, but the scores for this domain increased for each
following assessment. Scores on the composite PCS were quite
low on the baseline and second 10-week assessment, but rose for
the first 10-week assessment (Table 4).
MH also had a statistically significant decrease with each
added chronic condition, but this drop was nearly erased

Frontiers in Public Health | www.frontiersin.org

by the second 10-week assessment. Those using devices had
lower scores on all physical health domains, and for two of
those (BP and PCS), the scores declined with each additional
test. This was also true for the social health domains SF
and VT. Women scored significantly higher than men on
the SF domain. Rural residents scored statistically higher than
urban participants on the social health domains MCS, MH, SF,
and VT, and on the physical health domain RP, on at least
one of the assessments (baseline, first 10 weeks, or second
10 weeks).
There was no association between number of chronic diseases
and TUG baseline time, and change over the testing period
(Figure 2). TUG times were significantly slower for individuals
with assistive devices but this did not statistically change with
subsequent assessments. TUG times were not altered by the
disease burden of participants.
While the average change in TUG between baseline
and 10 weeks was statistically significant (p = 0.003),
improvement in TUG was dependent on age and attendance.
For participants <75 years, all attendance levels resulted
in similar improvements in TUG. However, for those
≥75, improvements were strongly associated with the
number of classes attended. Both the raw data (Figure 3)
and the model-based estimates of TUG times displayed
in Table 3 show that as age and attendance increase, the
model identified proportionately greater improvements in
TUG times.
Seventy-two participants answered the open-ended questions
reporting their perceptions of the classes. While participants
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FIGURE 3 | Change from baseline to 10-week TUG, by (a) participants attending fewer than 10 Classes, (b) participants attending 10–14 classes, (c) participants
attending 15–19 classes, and (d) participants attending 20 or more classes during the 10 week session. Positive results (above the No Change line) indicate a faster
individual TUG at follow-up compared to baseline. Negative results (below the No Change line) indicate a slower individual TUG at follow-up compared to baseline.
One participant (over 75 years, attendance <10 Classes) whose TUG increased by 8 seconds is not shown to facilitate the plotting scale. Symbols identify participants
age group as <75 years (O) or 75 years and older (+).

Findings indicate that the FFP program provides
functional benefits, based on improved TUG times, as
well as improved Physical Functioning (PF) and PCS
scores. The MCS, MH, VT, and SF also demonstrated
significant improvements in social/emotional health over
time when controlling for assistive devices or chronic
conditions. Although norms for TUG have been established
(40, 53), we did not compare our population to these
because the parameters are based on populations that
did not use assistive devices. Nor did we use SF36v2
norms because of inconsistencies across domains with our
study population.
Evidence that TUG improvements gained over the first
10-week session were sustained during the second session
reinforces that these changes can be attributed to participation
in the FFP program. The benefits of participating in the FFP
program were particularly evident among those who were
older, reported a higher number of chronic conditions,
or slower on their baseline TUG (Figure 2). Program
benefits were also shown to be related to the frequency of
attendance, particularly among participants over the age of 75
(Table 3).
Individuals with chronic disease experience significantly
higher rates of falling than those without a chronic condition
(54, 55). Although chronic diseases are not normally considered
as a modifiable risk factor, we found that participants with
multiple chronic conditions remained engaged in the program

enjoyed the exercises and instructors, the most common
self-reported benefit (37% of responses) was the opportunity for
social engagement as evidenced by the following comments:
“Getting to be around positive people.”
“Visiting with friends while getting to exercise.”
“The people, laughter and friendships we share.”
“I look forward to seeing everyone each week and socializing.”

Some participants provided suggestion for program
improvement, with the most common being a request that
instructors add more variety in exercise routines (28%) and for
more classes each week (12%).

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The aim of this study was to determine whether the FFP program
achieves its goals of increasing mobility, function, and social
engagement for participants. Based on our primary outcomes,
FFP demonstrated results consistent with other communitybased fall prevention programs using physiotherapists and
other certified, and often paid, trainers (22, 27, 51). Findings
from this study are also consistent with a systematic review
and meta-analysis by Burton et al. (52) demonstrating
improvements in function based on TUG and other
functional tests.
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facilities for FFP classes, and by mobilizing and training volunteer
peer instructors to lead the classes, FFP provides a supervised,
evidence-based curriculum at no cost to participants.
Participation in the program promotes healthy aging,
allowing many Idahoans to age in place and avoid or
delay institutionalization, regardless of income or location.
This partnership between the private and public health
sectors demonstrates the ability to bring sustainable,
critical physical activity programming to rural and
frontier communities.

and made significant improvements in physical, social, and
emotional health.

LIMITATIONS
The results of this study must be interpreted with caution due
to the lack of a control or comparison group. This limitation is
mitigated somewhat by the use of a longitudinal cohort study
design which allowed us to draw inferences by monitoring
change over time and demonstrating baseline equivalencies (56).
The use of the SF-36v2 survey in this population may also be a
limitation due to a lack of consistency noted across domains for
individuals. For example, an individual who said that they had “A
lot” of limitations climbing stairs also selected “No limitations”
in vigorous activities such as running. We also found that some
SF-36v2 questions were not applicable to our population. e.g., RP
(role of physical health limitations), asks about health affecting
employment, which did not apply to most of our participants.
In addition, the community-based nature of the intervention,
budget, and privacy considerations limited our ability to collect
information on falls among FFP participants. Based on a
recent review, we can assume a reduction in fall risk because
FFP includes functional exercises and balance training at each
class (57).
Current studies of fall prevention/physical activity programs
and validated tools are developed for use with generally
healthy older adults. Future research is needed to establish the
effectiveness of these programs involving diverse populations,
i.e., those with limited mobility (canes, wheelchairs, etc.) and high
disease burden.
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IMPLICATIONS
There are numerous studies examining the effects of fall
prevention strategies. But there are few evaluations of long-term,
community-based programs using the train-the-trainer model
with older adults as class leaders. This study provides triangulated
evidence that participants, regardless of age, gender, disease
burden, or physical limitations receive significant physical and
psychological benefits from participation in the FFP program.
The 15-year history of the delivery of FFP addresses the
research-to-practice gaps identified in the literature (25, 26).
Specifically, it provides an implementation plan that includes an
evidenced-based curriculum and outlines process and outcome
evaluation strategies.
This program also aligns with the recommendations from a
meta-analysis by Sherrington et al. (57) that physical activity
programs should be conducted at least 2 h per week on an
ongoing basis. Interventions should challenge balance, improve
function and target the general community, including those at
high risk for falling (chronic conditions, assistive devices, etc.).
The FFP program promotes health equity by reaching
underserved populations. Older Idahoans who are low-income
or reside in rural areas often lack access to gyms, athletic
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